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Women’s Jeans

Care Instructions and Tips about
McCarthy and McCoy Denim

DENIM



Thank you for purchasing a 
McCarthy and McCoy Denim 
Product.

You can buy directly from our online store at www.
mccarthyandmccoy.com or you can buy from our 
bricks and mortar store at Stand 262 at Paddys 
Market, at the Haymarket in Sydney.

The following is a little information on how  to care 
for your denim garment, and if you order online, 
how to get the size you want.

DENIM: Stretch, Shrinkage and how to wash. Your 
new jeans may feel a little stiff and tight the first time 
you wear them. They will relax with wearing and 
after time mould to your unique shape.

Denim will shrink more when washed in hot 
water and when put in a hot dryer. Shrinkage will 
occur in both washer and dryer with temperature 
being the determining factor. You will also lose more 
of the dye in the fabric when washed in higher tem-
peratures. On the other hand to keep shrinkage down 
wash sparingly and inside out. The beauty of denim 
is the diagonal weave where it expands to your body 
shape and movement with wear and to some extent 
returns to the garments original shape once 
laundered.

How to order our McCarthy and McCoy Denim 
Products online so you get the size and fit you 
want...

This is general advice that applies to all brands that 
you may want to purchase online, not just our 
product.

DO NOT MEASURE YOUR WAIST!!
Unless your jeans are meant to sit on your waist this 
is as helpful as knowing your shoe size when buying 
jeans. In fact your shoe size is probably more impor-
tant because you do have to get your foot down the 
leg of your jeans but you don’t pull them all the way 
up to your waist.

There are usually a number of inches between your 
waist and where you want your jeans to sit and we all 
have a different taper between hip and waist so meas-
uring your  waist and comparing it to a size chart is at 
best only an indication, at worst it’s a wild guess. Even 
if you are planning to wear your jeans on your waist let 
me ask a personal question. How big is your bum and 
has your waist told it how big it is supposed to be?? 
 
Are you looking for a loose fit, a snug fit or do you 
want to cut off the blood supply to your feet? You 
can’t tell anything about any of these characteristics of 
the jeans from a waist size and a conversion chart.

DO NOT BUY THE SIZE YOU ALWAYS DO!!
Even if you are buying another pair of jeans from the 
same manufacturer you always do, unless you are 
buying exactly the same style as you already own 
don’t do it. Even then be sure you are happy with 
the fit.

If you are not happy because they are a little too 
tight here or there be careful just going up one size 
because remember ALL the dimensions of the jeans 
change when you go up a size and you could end up 
with the extra room where you want it but enough 
surplus denim somewhere else to make a matching 
jacket!!

Different designers and different styles from these 
designers all have different sizing. Generall speaking 
a pair of jeans is made around one to two inches 
larger than their quoteed size to allow for fit and to 
make you feel better about yourself. So be careful 
using the dimensions quoted on labels as well. The 
only reliable way to ensure a perfect fit is to use 
dimensions taken directly from the garment.

It’s all about the Rise and the Waist Band of the 
jeans!!


